Why Truckers Choose Sentry Insurance
Choose Sentry and you’re in good company – and not just because Sentry is one of the leading
insurers of the American trucking industry. Sentry is the preferred choice of many top-tier trucking
companies of all sizes, an elite group of trucking professionals that renew with Sentry, year after year.
Here are just a few reasons why they choose Sentry Insurance – and why you should too.

SENTRY KNOWS TRUCKING
When you insure with Sentry, you’re backed by Sentry’s extensive team of professionals specifically
trained in trucking exposures. Many of Sentry’s safety experts were over-the-road truckers before
joining the company. Sentry’s sales, underwriting, safety, and claims specialists know and understand
your business.

SENTRY OFFERS CUSTOMIZED COVERAGE
Whether you are an owner-operator or run a small or large fleet operation, we offer the coverage
you need. When an accident occurs, our specialized in-house claims team will help get you back on
the road quickly.

SENTRY PROVIDES FINANCIAL SECURITY
You need insurance you can rely upon, even in the most extreme circumstances. Sentry Insurance
is one of the largest and strongest mutual insurance companies in America. Since 1992, Sentry has
been rated A+ (Superior) by the A.M. Best Company, the most widely recognized rating agency
dedicated to the insurance industry.

Interstate Motor Carriers/Capacity Agency LLC,
Specialists in Trucking Insurance - It’s all we do!
For the past 80 years IMCCA has been a partner to the trucking industry. By providing creative
solutions and specialize insurance programs, we take the uncertainty and hassle out of dealing with
all of your insurance needs. When you deal with IMCCA, you’re working with the best people in the
business including:
• Producers and service representatives who deal exclusively with trucking and know how to handle
your exposures and shipper/regulatory issues.
• In-house, knowledgeable claims team with expertise in handling trucking claims.
• A dedicated account executive with an experienced team to assist in providing you with

comprehensive coverage and flexible payment terms.
IMCCA has collaborated with Sentry Insurance for over two decades.
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Property and casualty coverages are underwritten by a member of the Sentry Insurance Group, Stevens Point, WI. For a complete listing of companies, visit sentry.com. Policies, coverages, benefits and
discounts are not available in all states. See policy for complete coverage details.
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